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Abstract - The Concept of Denormalization of raw data
management systems. is one of the challenging concepts
implemented by data Professionals and companies. The idea
of this concept was created from business field instead of
academic field. Still very few companies have implemented
this concept in order to get most value from it. There are many
challenges faced by organization on implementing this. We
are implementing this concept using Hadoop distributed file
system. With the help of this concept we can store a large
amount of data and perform analytics at a much faster rate,
which cannot be done in relational database.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
We are facing a lot of challenges as data evolves into greater
diversity (more types of data, more sources of data). Data
produced by organization is manipulated by data mart to gain
more finer insight in finer granularity. So denormalization of
data is necessary. Big data technologies are also called as
destructive technology as they have revolutionized the way of
doing things. Initially we are going to transfer data from
relational database management system environment to HDFS
environment for this we are using sqoop tool. This work is
done in landing zone and then cleaning and deduplication of
data is done in standardization zone. Once the cleaning of data
is done we also encrypt the private data of the user in the
standardization zone. The most recent regions in information
modernization is the expansion of information meres to both
greenfield and previous information biological communities.
The concept of denormalization of raw data is as of now
underway in numerous multiplatform information distribution
center conditions, progressed examination applications, and
the mixture information biological systems encompassing
client relationship the executives and deals compel
computerization. TDWI feels that this concept is setting down
deep roots, and a lot more associations will receive it for a
developing rundown of utilization cases in big business
investigation and activities. The motivation behind this report
is to quicken clients' comprehension of information lakes and
their new accepted procedures, use cases, techniques for
sorting out the activities, and information stages and
instruments that are related with it (regardless of whether from
sellers or open source).
The Denormalized raw data is a unified storehouse that
enables you to store all your organized and unstructured

information at any scale. You can store your information asseems to be, without having to initially structure the
information, and run distinctive sorts of investigation—from
dashboards and perceptions to huge information preparing,
ongoing examination, and AI to direct better choices.
II.
METHODOLOGY
As Denormalized raw data is generally a new idea, there are
just a couple of scholarly writings which are focused to Data
Lake. Denormalized raw Data is characterized as "a procedure
empowered by an enormous information storehouse dependent
on minimal effort advancements that improves the catch,
refinement, recorded, and investigation of crude information
inside a venture." It may contain crude, unstructured or multiorganized information where most piece of these information
may have unrecognized incentive for the association.
The essential thought of this concept is straightforward, all
information transmitted by the association will be put away in
a solitary information structure called raw data. Information
will be put away in the lake in their unique organization.
Complex preprocessing and change of stacking information
into information stockrooms will be dispensed with. The
forthright expenses of information ingestion can likewise be
diminished. When information is set in the HDFS, it's
accessible for investigation by everybody in the association.
Denormalization of raw data particularly from the perspective
of business area rather than research network.
 All information is stacked from source frameworks.
 No information is dismissed.
 Data are put away at the leaf level in an
untransformed or about untransformed state.
III.


PROPOSED SYSTEM

Basic Architecture

Data Sources
The data companies examine through commercial intelligence
comes from a various type of data sources. The most common
of these are:
o
o
o
o

Databases
Flat Files
Web Services
Other sources such as RSS feeds
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Fig 1:Data Lake Architecture

Landing Zone
Enormous information ingestion is tied in with moving
information - particularly unstructured information from
where it is begun, into a framework where it tends to be put
away and dissected, for example, Hadoop[1].
Information ingestion might be persistent or offbeat, constant
or bunched or both (lambda design) contingent on the
attributes of the source and the goal. In numerous situations,
the source and the goal might not have similar information
timing, arrangement or convention and will require some sort
of change or transformation to be usable by the goal
framework.

As the quantity of IoT gadgets develops, both volume and
difference of information sources are extending quickly,
sources which presently should be suited, and frequently
continuously. However separating the information with the
end goal that it tends to be utilized by the goal framework is a
critical test as far as time and assets. Making information
ingestion as proficient as conceivable helps center assets
around enormous information gushing and examination, as
opposed to the ordinary endeavors of information arrangement
and change[8].

Command For Sqoop

File Stored in HDFS
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Data Representation in HDFS

Standardization Zone
 Data De-Duplication.
 Data Security.
These are the two different tasks to be performed in
standardization zone.
Data De-Duplication: Whenever some data is updated in the RDBMS and then we
ingest it in HDFS it cause data de-duplication which can cause
error in your final analysis.so we have to remove the older
record and keep the updated record[2].
For Example Let’s assume an employee who has been
promoted as a manager ,so in this case the database is updated
and there are two different records of the same employee so
we have to remove the older record and keep the updated
record.
It cannot be done by using a simple WHERE clause as the
data is in huge amount so scanning each element will take
much time so we will be using the RANK function to solve
this problem.

Hive Query For De-Duplication
Data Security
Data Security is necessary as the data should be accessible to
authorized person only. So we try to encrypt the private data
using AES encryption algorithm[5].
For using AES encryption we use the following steps
 Write two programs of AES Encryption and
Decryption in JAVA.
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Export these two programs as JAR files.
Once the jar files are created , add the jar files in
Hive environment.
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Then create two temporary functions as Encrypt and
Decrypt which can be used along with the hive query
for encryption and decryption purpose.

Without Encryption

After Encryption

Analytic Sandbox
Once the deduplication and security task is performed on the
datasets we have to join all the different datasets to create one
single denormalized table.
Performing join operation is a costly operation as it takes
more time as compared to other operations so we perform join

at a single instance and create a single denormalized table for
all the different datasets[3].
Once the denormalized table is created we can perform
analytics in a faster way as compared to performing joins
again and again.
Query For Denormalization

System Tools
Apache Sqoop
Apache Sqoop proficiently exchanges mass information
between Apache Hadoop and organized datastores, for
example, social databases. Sqoop offloads certain errands, (for

example, ETL handling) from the EDW to Hadoop for
effective execution at a much lower cost. Sqoop can likewise
be utilized to remove information from Hadoop and fare it into
outer organized datastores. Sqoop works with social
databases, for example, Teradata, Netezza, Oracle, MySQL,
Postgres, and HSQLDB[6].
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VII. CONCLUSION

Apache Hive
Apache Hive is an information distribution center
programming venture based over Apache Hadoop for giving
information inquiry and analysis. Hive gives a SQL-like
interface to question information put away in different
databases and document frameworks that coordinate with
Hadoop. Conventional SQL inquiries must be actualized in the
MapReduce[3] Java API to execute SQL applications and
questions over conveyed information. Hive gives the
important SQL deliberation to coordinate SQL-like questions
(HiveQL) into the basic Java without the need to actualize
inquiries in the low-level Java API. Since most information
warehousing applications work with SQL-based questioning
dialects, Hive helps transportability of SQL-based applications
to Hadoop[7].








IV. ALGORITHM
Fetch user data and store it in relational database
tables.
With the help of sqoop fetch the data from relational
database and store it in HDFS. Make sure that sqoop
password is not reflected use sqoop password alias
technique.
Create staging tables and move the data into these
staging tables with the help of HIVE.
Perform Deduplication task on the given tables.
Encrypt the data which is private.
Perform denormalization on the given tables using
Join operation.
V. LIMITATIONS







Not feasible for working on small data sets. It’s better
to use RDBMS for small data sets.
Automation of the project is a complex task as the
requirements may change frequently.
Cannot work on unstructured data.
Cannot use a GUI for the task can be done only on
command line interface.
Only raw data can be used processed data is not
preferred.
VI. CHALLENGES




Updating tables with incremental load is a
challenging task in this project for overcoming this
problem we are creating external hive tables.
Securing data is another challenging task we are
using AES algorithm for the encryption of data.

Enormous information is an unprecedented innovation. New
kinds of examination that weren't feasible on information
distribution centers are currently broad. Early information
lakes were trumpeted as victories dependent on their ease and
deftness. However, as more standard use cases developed,
associations found that regardless they required the
administration and administration controls that commanded in
the information stockroom period. The information lake has
turned into a center ground between information ware‐ houses
and "information swamps" in offering frameworks that are as
yet spry and adaptable, however have the shields and
inspecting highlights that are vital for business-basic
information. Incorporated information lake the executives
arrangements like the Zaloni Data Platform (ZDP) are
currently conveying the essential controls without making
enormous information as moderate and resolute as its
forerunner arrangements. Use cases are developing even in
delicate businesses like human services, money related
administrations, and retail. Endeavors are additionally looking
forward. They see that to be genuinely important, the
information lake can't be a storehouse; rather, it must be one
of a few stages in a cautiously considered start to finish
present day undertaking information design. Similarly as you
should consider metadata from an undertaking wide
viewpoint, you should almost certainly coordinate your
information lake with outside devices that are a piece of your
endeavor wide information see. At exactly that point will you
have the capacity to construct an information lake that is open,
extensible, and simple to coordinate into your different
business-basic stages.
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